Abstract| Precoding at the transmitter side is a practicable method for transmission over intersymbol interference channels. In contrast to decision{feedback equalization no error propagation occurs and coded modulation can be applied as for the intersymbol interference free channel. In this paper, Tomlinson{Harashima precoding and exible precoding are analyzed and compared. The dualities and di erences are discussed. The focus of interest is the application of precoding to fast digital transmission over twisted pair lines, such as high{rate or asymmetric digital subscriber lines. It turns out that exibility | which is not necessary in the speci c application, digital subscriber lines | of exible precoding is paid with a performance loss compared to Tomlinson{Harashima precoding.
I. Introduction R ELIABLE fast digital transmission over twisted pair lines is a eld of intensive research activities. Copper wire transmission can build a bridge from today's analog telephone service to high speed lightwave communications. These techniques are commonly called high{rate digital subscriber lines (HDSL) or asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL), where only a low rate backward channel is provided.
A widely used front end of a receiver in a digital transmission scheme is Forney's whitened matched lter 1] followed by a symbol{rate sampler. Optimally, maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) has to be done with respect to the equivalent discrete{time channel impulse response. If coded modulation 2] is applied MLSE has to work on the combined intersymbol interference (ISI) and code trellis. An important result of Price 3] states that capacity of ISI producing channels can asymptotically be achieved by coding techniques developed for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, if ideal (i.e. error{free) zero{forcing (ZF) decision{feedback equalization (DFE) is applied. Hence, optimal MLSE, if practicable with nite expenditure at all, is not necessary and DFE became widely used. In 4] this statement is extended to all signal{ to{noise ratios, replacing ZF{DFE by minimum{mean{ squared{error (MMSE){DFE. Unfortunately, DFE su ers from error propagation, and more worse, coded modulation cannot be applied in a straightforward manner, since DFE needs zero delay decisions which is irreconcilable with the basic idea of channel coding.
To overcome these problems precoding at the transmitter side is a practicable solution. Since channel equaliza-R. Fischer and J. Huber are with the Lehrstuhl f ur Nachrichtentechnik, Universit at Erlangen{N urnberg, Cauerstrasse 7, D{91058 Erlangen, E{mail: scher@nt.e-technik.uni-erlangen.de tion is done at the transmitter, (ideal | see subsequent discussion) there is no error propagation and coding techniques can be applied in the same way as for channels without ISI. In this paper two precoding techniques are reviewed and compared: Tomlinson{Harashima precoding (THP) which was proposed more than 20 years ago and exible precoding (FLP) designed recently for the new international telephone line modem standard ITU V.34. Both schemes are examined with respect to their structure and their application to fast digital transmission over twisted pair lines. Exemplarily, a passband transmission using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is studied.
After introducing our model of the system environment in Section 2, both precoding schemes are described in detail for uncoded transmission in Section 3. The statements derived are veri ed by simulation results. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the combination of precoding and coded modulation or signal shaping, respectively. Precoding for channels with spectral nulls is analyzed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents implementation issues. We conclude in summarizing the analogies and di erences of THP and FLP.
II. Transmission Model Fig. 1 shows the system model applied throughout the paper. Because passband transmission is assumed all signals and systems are complex in the equivalent low{pass domain (e.g. 5]). First, binary data is mapped to the data symbols a k] (k 2 Z Z: discrete time index), which are taken from a nite signal set A. If coded modulation and/or signal shaping is applied, this operations are also performed at this stage. In the precoder, a sequence hx k]i of channel symbols is generated from the sequence of data symbols. The channel symbols are passed through the transmit lter with transfer function G T (f) in order to get the transmit signal which is transmitted over the linear dispersive channel H K (f). Additive noise is assumed to be stationary and Gaussian with average power density spectrum n0n0 (f).
The receiver input lter may be decomposed (cf. Fig. 1 ) into a continuous{time linear equalizer H R (f) and a discrete{time lter H(z). The equalizer H R (f) should produce intersymbol interference free samples at kT with maximum signal{to{noise ratio (SNR) ( The equivalent discrete{time channel model now consists of the channel lter H(z) and discrete{time additive Gaussian noise n k], which, for a su cient order p, can be assumed to be white.
The intersymbol interference introduced by the noise whitening lter can be removed by decision{feedback equalization (DFE). For complete cancellation of the tail of the channel impulse response (zero{forcing (ZF){DFE), the DFE{feedback{part consists of the lter H(z) ? 1. System performance can further be improved if ZF{DFE is replaced by minimum{mean{squared{error (MMSE){DFE 4], 9]. Here, the feedforward-and feedback{ lter are no longer the same, but they are optimized in common to minimize the mean{squared error of remaining noise and residual intersymbol interference. The feedforward{ lter H(z) which no longer is strictly causal again represents the discrete{time channel model. Asymptotically, the whole receiver input lter H R (f) H(e j2 fT ) (cf. Fig. 1 ) tends to the optimum ZF-or MMSE{whitened matched lter, respectively 1], 4].
Subsequently, the cancellation of the intersymbol interference is done by precoding, i.e. the feedback{part is transferred to the transmitter. If the channel is not known at the transmitter, one still can use precoding, now with compromise coe cients. The residual intersymbol interference is removed by adaptive equalization. In situations, relevant in practice, the loss due to mismatch is negligible, see 10] .
In this paper most theoretical statements are veri ed by simulations. This is done for a modulated transmission using a center frequency of 420 kHz and square{root Nyquist impulse shaping G T (f) with roll{o {factor 0.3. Below 150 kHz plain old telephone service still can be used. The data rate is xed to 2.048 Mbit/s and 5 bits per modulation interval are transmitted. The eld length of the twisted pair lines with 0.4 mm line diameter (the approximations are given in 10]) is assumed to be 5 km. In contrast to HDSL transmission, in asymmetric services far{ end crosstalk and white, thermal noise dominate. Because far{end crosstalk may be neglected even for moderate eld length, we assume exclusively white Gaussian noise as disturbance ( n0n0 (f) = const:). The lter H(z) of order p = 10 is calculated via Yule{Walker equations.
III. General Concepts
The intersymbol interference, which is introduced by the noise whitening lter, is now removed by precoding. Since linear pre{equalization increases transmit power or, in the case of spectral zeros, even doesn't exist, precoding techniques work nonlinearely. In the last years, two basic methods to design a precoder have been the focus of attention, namely Tomlinson{Harashima precoding (THP) and exible precoding (FLP). Subsequently both schemes are recapitulated and di erences or dualities are revealed. x k] to R. Since the precoder is tted to the discrete{ time channel impulse response hh k]i and pre{subtracts the interference f k] due to postcursors, the receiver output sequence is given by (2) where n k] is a near white Gaussian noise sequence, as explained in Section 2. An ordinary slicer produces estimateŝ v k] of the e ective data symbols, from which the estimated data symbolsâ k] are produced by a modulo reduction into the interval R.
The extension to an odd number of bits per two dimensions is possible if the boundary region R is rotated by Fig. 3 shows the general, linearized structure of the transmission system using THP.
As one can see, THP is an extension of linear pre{ equalization, now using the signal set V instead of A. Disregarding the modulo congruence, e.g. by reducing r k] to the region R, THP transforms the ISI channel H(z) to a memoryless one. For moderate to high signal{to{noise ratios the signal dependent folding of the probability density functions of the noise can be neglected and the overall behavior is well approximated by the AWGN model. 2ZZ 2 the data can be recovered by quantizingx k] to the nearest point in A. This is again performed by a usual slicer. The block diagram of the transmission system using FLP is shown in Fig. 4 .
At this point one di erence to THP becomes clear. THP needs knowledge of the boundary region of the constellation A (or, equivalently the precoding lattice p ), but disregards the internal arrangement of the signal points. Contrary to that, FLP only has to be adopted to the lattice a of the constellation. The boundary region or the number of signal points doesn't matter. Hence, all constellations, based on a regular lattice (even the hexagonal lattice) can be used, in particular cross constellations or circular ones.
Since the inverse of the channel lter has to be applied at the receiver, H(z) has to be strict minimum{phase. Zeros at the unit circle, i.e. spectral nulls, lead to spectral poles in 1=H(z) and the inverse channel lter no longer is stable. Table I ). If a k] is not uniformly distributed, a staircase density results, re ecting the probabilities of the signal points.
For FLP the overall description is neither memoryless nor is the additive noise Gaussian! Because the dispersive system 1=H(z) has to be realized at the receiver, every decision error leads to a burst of errors inx k]. Hence, in contrast to THP error propagation occurs for FLP. Since 1=H(z) has to be stable the error event dies out, but as long as the amplitude falls outside the Voronoi region of a the decisions of the following slicer are incorrect. To summarize, mainly blocks of errors occur, hence the channel has memory, and the additive noise is not Gaussian. In Fig. 5 the symbol error rates (SER) over the signal{to{ noise ratio 2 x = 2 n for a transmission system with THP and FLP are shown. Here, 5 bits per symbol are transmitted, hence FLP uses a cross{constellation with 32 signal points. Since THP does not work in combination with this signal set, the rotated square constellation, sketched in Figure 2 is applied. Thus, FLP has little saving in average transmit power. As one can see, due to the inverse channel lter 1=H(z) at the receiver, FLP performs worse. Because of error propagation the symbol error rate of FLP for ADSL{transmission is about 3 times higher than that of THP. This leads to a loss of about 0.5 dB at SER = 10 ?6 .
IV. Combination with coded modulation
Precoding usually does not end in itself, but it establishes the base for coded modulation. Subsequently, we use a two{dimensional trellis code 2] based on a partitioning of the signal constellation into K subsets (K is a power of two) which are translates of the \coset lattice" c . Clearly, c is a sublattice of the signal lattice a . The subsets are selected via a convolutional coder (the number of states does not matter in the following discussion), and all possible sequences of subsets constitute the trellis code. The signal point within the subset is addressed memoryless at each modulation interval (the corresponding addressing bits are often called the \uncoded levels").
A. Tomlinson{Harashima Precoding
As already explained, regardless the modulo congruence, THP produces an AWGN channel. Hence, trellis coded modulation (TCM) can be used in the usual way. The only restriction is that the periodic extension of the signal constellation has not to reduce the intra subset distance. This demand is met if the continuation of each subset entirely falls in a translate of c , i.e. p should be a subset of c . Thus, the lattices a = c = p should constitute a partitioning chain. Strictly speaking, for maximum{likelihood (ML){decoding the multiple symbol representation has to be considered. But at moderate to high signal{to{noise ratios only the nearest signal point in Euclidean space contributes signi cantly. Thus, after reducing the received signal r k] to the region R the best representative of each subset is determined, i.e. the uncoded levels are extracted. Thereby, the squared Euclidean distance, which constitutes the branch metrics, has to be calculated modulo the precoding lattice. A Viterbi decoder, producing an estimate hâ k]i will show almost no loss compared to exact metrics calculations 20]. Thus, the only di erence to TCM over the ISI free channel are the modulo reduction of the receiver input signal and the decoder metrics. Neglecting the small increase of nearest neighbors, the same coding gain can be realized as over the AWGN channel. Since TCM expands the signal set, as a side e ect, the precoding loss is reduced by a small amount. Doubling the signal constellation from M to 2M points the precoding loss of the coded THP system reads # THP;c p = 2M 2M ? 1 ; (4) which is independent of the current code. The precoding loss can be reduced if coding and precoding are combined to one unity 19], 21]. Thereby, the concept of generating a coded sequence and preserving its properties by precoding, which can be paraphrased as \wor-king against the channel", is dropped. Channel and precoder together now generate a coded sequence hv k]i at the channel output. Only this signal has to have code properties. This concept enables the system to generate that code sequence which is closest to the ISI signal produced by the channel. Thus, only a small correction is necessary at the precoder because it \works with the channel". But to show how this can be done, we rst have to recall the characteristics of trellis codes.
A: One design rule of trellis codes 2] is that the coder state only determines the subset V 0 or V 1 after the first partitioning step, which are translates of f . The speci c coset (translate of c ) is not known until the data bits are given. Then the branch is calculated and the next state is determined. Consequently, the task of the precoder is to track the channel output and ensure the next symbol v k] to fall into the right subset V 0 or V 1 (by modifying the channel input).
Thereby, the closest coset of c is searched. Since the coded sequence is an uni liar Markovian sequence, the next state can be determined. This procedure is reverse to the usual coder. Here, data is not represented in a direct way, but as long as the assignment is bijective, no ambiguity occurs.
B: A point taken from the lattice f can be added to points out of V 0 (or V 1 ) without changing the subset.
But if a point from the complementary lattice f = a n f is added V 0 {points are changed to points out of V 1 (and vice versa).
Combining the two items, an uncoded sequence with a k] 2 V 0 can be converted into a coded sequence if elements taken from f or f are added according to the coder. Thus, the precoder has to generate a (small) correction symbol m k], which together with the postcursors due to prior transmitted symbols (f k]) falls into f or f . Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the combined coder/precoder which subsequently will be called ISI{coder 
19], 21]. At rst f k] is generated via H(z) ? 1 and
quantized to the nearest point d k] in f or f , depending on the binary ag c 0 k] delivered by the TCM coder (i.e. \parity bit" of a systematic encoder). Then, the is also generated at the precoder. As explained above the next state can be determined by observing the code symbol v k]. One way the block labeled \Coder" can be implemented is to perform an inverse mapping and to extract the bits involved in the convolutional encoding (\co-ded levels"). Via a usual systematic encoder c 0 k] is determined, which gives us the subset (V 0 or V 1 ) in the next step. Hence, hv k]i has the properties given by that trellis coder. At the receiver the trellis decoder, which provides an estimatev k], is followed by 1=H(z) (cf. 
regardless of the code used. Asymptotically, the loss vanishes and hence capacity can be achieved 21]. The precoding loss can be decreased once again, if an additional degree of freedom is admitted. Signal points taken from V 0 can also be changed into points from V 1 by an appropriate rotation. For one{dimensional constellations a rotation of 180 (inversion) and for two{dimensional constellations a rotation of 90 has to be performed. Here, f k] is quantized with respect to a and thus m k] falls into the corresponding Voronoi region. Consequently, the precoding loss is further reduced and now equals that of THP. A more detailed description of the mISI{coder (modi ed) is given in 21].
C. Simulation Results
Again, system performance is veri ed via simulations, shown in Fig. 7 . For reference the results for uncoded transmission are repeated. In each case the simple 4{state Ungerb ock code 2] is applied. As one can see, the asymptotic gain of about 3 dB is achieved with THP. Due to the higher precoding loss FLP can use only about 2.5 dB at SER = 10 ?6 . Combining precoding and coding to the ISI{ or mISI{coder do not provide any additional gain in SER.
Compared to uncoded transmission error propagation of the coded FLP{system is lower, because, on the one hand, mainly burst errors are generated by the Viterbi decoder. Such an error event is only slightly prolonged by the lter 1=H(z). On the other hand, quantization is done with respect to a much more imsy lattice ( c ), i.e. the Voronoi region is larger. Thus, only a few samples fall outside this region and an error occurs. Considering the ISI{coder, the precoding loss is reduced, but quantization is now done to f | the Voronoi region is smaller and the error event has to ware o much more until the decision is done correctly. This e ect is again enhanced for the mISI{coder. Thus, nearly no additional gain is possible.
V. Combination with Signal Shaping
The objective of signal shaping is to form a signal which exhibits some desired characteristics. The most important property is the reduction of the average transmit power. This is possible by replacing the uniformly distributed signal by a Gaussian distributed one. In 22] it is shown, that the shaping gain (i.e. reduction in average power) is limited to e=6 or 1.53 dB, and, at high rates, it is essentially decoupled from the coding gain. Hence, both problems | coding and shaping | are addressed separately. Although shaping requires additional constellation expansion, it is easier to achieve an additional gain by shaping than by more powerful channel codes 17], 13]. To achieve capacity of the Gaussian channel it is indispensable to use shaping.
Roughly, shaping techniques can be divided into two groups: A) Block shaping. Here, a block of input bits is mapped to a period of the transmit signal. Block shaping can be done inverse to source coding, i.e. a source decoder can be used as shaping encoder (an example is given in 23] ). An attractive method (derived from vector quantization) is shell mapping 17], 21], recently being standardized for fast telephone line modems (ITU standard V.34). B) The second group comprises techniques which use a convolutional decoder to nd the best sequence. To the knowledge of the authors, the only technique which belongs to this group is trellis shaping 24], which is of practical importance. A Viterbi algorithm builds the core and selects the minimum weight sequence. Modifying the branch metrics will adopt the transmit signal to the speci c demands.
A. Tomlinson{Harashima Precoding A straightforward combination of THP and shaping techniques designed for the AWGN channel is not possible, because of the nonlinear device in the feedforward path of the TH precoder. Signal characteristics prior to precoding can completely be changed by the nonlinearity. The solution is to combine shaping and precoding to one unity. But there is only one shaping technique which works together with THP: trellis shaping. Only this method has the capability to consider the in uence of the precoder. All other techniques simply map the input bits to the shaping sequence.
The combination of trellis shaping and THP is called trellis precoding 14], 13]. Just as in trellis shaping, shaping bits have to be scrambled with the data symbols. The optimal algorithm now searches for the best combination of shaping bits and precoding sequence. Because this decoder has in nite complexity 14], usual algorithms from reduced{state sequence{estimation are adopted. Thereby, the in uence of 1=H(z) is taken into consideration by
In order to avoid a descrambler at the receiver, shaping and precoding have to be combined much more tight. These two operations can be done in common if the e ective data sequence hv k]i = ha k] + d k]i is selected in that way, that the output of the formal inverse 1=H(z) exhibits the desired properties. With the knowledge of ha k]i the best precoding sequence hd k]i has to be determined.
In 10] we proposed this precoding/shaping technique called shaping without scrambling. Again a Viterbi algorithm, now applied to an imaginary trellis, is used at the transmitter to select the best sequence. The advantage of this shaping technique is the compatibility with THP. A simple modulo device at the receiver is su cient to eliminate redundancy and recover the data sequence. Since no dispersive system is necessary at the receiver, no error multiplication occurs. With a simple 16{state algorithm, gains in the range of 0.6 to 0.8 dB are possible.
Unfortunately, like THP, circular constellations are not supported. This results in a higher peak{to{average power ratio or constellation expansion for a given shaping gain or decoding delay 21]. But, applying peak constraints 14] this disadvantage can be mitigated to a great extent. The possibility of applying arbitrary metrics at the decoder is a great bene t of the schemes described above. By it, a wide range of signal properties can be created.
B. Flexible Precoding
FLP was initially introduced to support constellation shaping on ISI channels. Because the data signal a k] is only modi ed by a small amount at the precoder (signal ?m k]), the characteristics of the distribution are preserved (\distribution{preserving precoding"). If shaping is performed prior to precoding, the (almost) discrete Gaussian distribution is converted into a staircase density, which (at high rates) resembles a Gaussian density. The shaping gain is reduced by the precoding loss, depending on both the size of the constellation and the channel code (see Section IV-B). For small constellations (low rates) this method is unattractive because of the small maximum shaping gain (the \ultimate shaping gain" of 1.53 dB is only valid for continuous distributions, cf. e.g. 25]) and the high precoding loss. (In contrast to this, even for small rates trellis precoding generates a continuous (near) Gaussian density!) Shaping for FLP is restricted to \power shaping", i.e. the reduction of average transmit power which implies the generation of a Gaussian distribution. Other properties such as spectral shaping are not possible because the additive sequence (?m k]) is (or may be) destructive. As explained above, FLP converts the ISI channel H(z) into a burst{ error channel with discrete additive disturbance. Shaping techniques for the AWGN channel, especially block shaping, may interfere with burst errors and the error event may be extended by the shaping decoder.
The great advantage with regard to implementation of separating shaping and precoding is paid with the price of increased error propagation and the restriction to power shaping (which, however, is most important).
C. Simulation Results Fig. 8 compares transmission techniques which use signal shaping. The example is again the same as above, but the signal constellation has to be extended to 64{ary QAM. Besides those of the uncoded and unshaped THP{ transmission the bit error rates (BER) of trellis precoding and shaping without scrambling are shown. Both shaping techniques use a 16{state Viterbi algorithm (decoding delay of 16 symbols) and shaping gains of 0.7 dB are achieved. Because of the syndrome former at the receiver, error propagation is recognizable for trellis precoding and shaping gain is lost in parts. At BER = 10 ?6 only 0.3 dB are utilizable. In contrast to this, with shaping without scrambling the entire reduction in average transmit power takes e ect | the whole BER curve of THP is shifted to the left. FLP is combined with shell mapping as proposed in 17], 26]. Here, the constellation is divided into 8 \shells", each containing 8 signal points, the frame size is 16 two{ dimensional symbols, and a shaping gain of approximately 0.7 dB is achieved. Because one symbol error can propagate within the block, error multiplication is recognizable. This reduces the net gain to about 0.6 dB at BER = 10 ?6 .
Of course, precoding, coding and shaping can be combined to reach the best system performance. Because the gains are approximately additive (in dB), no new information would be o ered, and therefore simulation results are not shown in this paper.
VI. Spectral Zeros
In some applications the discrete time channel H(z) has spectral zeros, i.e. components at isolated frequencies can not be transmitted. For example, transformer coupling can lead to a zero at DC. Besides this, the well known partial response channels have zeros at DC and/or the Nyquist frequency. Now the question is, how precoding can work together with such channels.
In each case, the modulo device at THP reduces the transmit signal to a well prescribed range. Regardless of the channel impulse response the precoder is stable in the bounded{input/bounded{output (BIBO) sense. Hence, spectral zeros do not a ect THP at all. This precoding technique can be applied to all kinds of channels.
Since FLP needs the inverse of the channel lter at the receiver, it becomes clear that H(z) has to be strict minimum{phase. Zeros at the unit circle, i.e. spectral nulls, lead to spectral poles in 1=H(z) and the inverse channel lter no longer is stable.
In 27] we proposed a solution, which modi es solely the receiver of the exible precoding scheme in order to use this technique for the class of channels with zeros at z = 1 and/or z = ?1. Here, we will omit a repetition. With this modi cation in spite of the spectral nulls the receiver remains stable. Thus, exible precoding can be extended to the wide class of channels with zeros at DC and/or the Nyquist frequency. The additional complexity is negligible and the advantages of exible precoding are not a ected. But error propagation is again a crucial point.
VII. Implementation Issues
In the previous sections the theoretical performance of precoding schemes was discussed. For practice, it is important as well, how e ciently the system can be implemented. Some aspects will be enlightened subsequently.
THP can easily be realized using xed{point arithmetics, especially for one{dimensional signal sets or two{ dimensional square constellations. If suited two's complement representation is applied, the modulo reduction is done automatically, not at one stage, but at each multiplication and addition. This reduction due to over ow, dreaded in lter design, is a desired property at the TH precoder. The same is true for FLP in combination with constellations based on a rectangular grid. Here, the feedback part can work with less digits resulting in the necessary modulo reduction. The subtraction of a k] and m k] (see Fig. 4 ) has to be carried out with higher precision to cover the full range of the signals a k] and x k], respectively.
As easy the precoder can be implemented as di cult the receiver may be. 
with a near discrete Gaussian distribution (INT(x) denotes the integer part of x). For channels H(z) which o er high prediction gain the dynamic range can be very large. This complicates implementation of the receiver because all arithmetics have to be carried out with high word length. Furthermore timing recovery and adaptive residual equalization are complicated by a great amount or even impossible 10]. For FLP the e ects are essentially the same, but they are of more importance, because in contrast to THP no modulo reduction of r k] (see Fig. 4 ) is possible. The decoder (slicer or Viterbi decoder) has to work on the whole dynamic range. Even more worse the inverse channel lter 1=H(z) has to be realized after the decoder. It is essential that this lter works linearly, i.e. over ows must not occur. Hence, high word length is required and implementation is made much more complicated.
In 10], 28] a combined precoding/shaping technique is proposed through which with almost no loss the dynamics range of v k] can be reduced by a great amount. Dynamics shaping which provides an additional shaping gain is a straightforward extension of THP, hence all items concerning THP are valid for dynamics shaping as well. The reduction of the dynamics range of the received signal is possible in principle for FLP as well. Here, the quantization in the feedback part has to be adopted suitably. But there are two major problems. First, as the selection of the transmit symbol is done symbol{by{symbol a big loss in average transmit power results (cf. 10]). Only a long{term selection can solve this problem, resulting in a combination of precoding and shaping. But exactly the separation of these two items is the basic idea of FLP. Second, if power shaping is applied prior to FLP, it is no longer guaranteed that a gain can be achieved or that the distribution is preserved. This is because if dynamics is restricted m k] no longer lies exclusively in the Voronoi region of the underlying grid. Furthermore, the inverse precoder cannot be built using a simple slicer, but m k] has to be regenerated as explained in Section III-B.
To summarize, for implementation the receiver structure is the more critical point. With dynamics shaping, which is based on THP, realization is simpli ed, whereas for FLP dynamics reduction is only possible if the basic request of separating shaping and precoding is dropped. Hence, THP seems to be more suited for fast hardware implementation. This advantage grows the longer the channel impulse response is.
For strictly bandlimited channels, transmission at fractional rates is essential for optimum performance. Flexible precoding in combination with shell mapping can support fractional data rates in a direct way. The shell mapping algorithm is the stage where the rates can be chosen in a wide range and a small granularity. In contrast to this, THP does not support fractional rates but trellis precoding can be extended by a constellation switching method 14]. The disadvantage of this technique is an (moderate) increase in peak power as well as in average transmit power. For both precoding procedures signal shaping is essential for transmission at non{integer rates, but FLP does this in a much more exible way.
VIII. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper precoding schemes are compared with respect to their use for digital subscriber lines. The general concepts are enlightened and the combination with coded modulation and signal shaping was discussed. Implementation issues and the use for channels with spectral zeros are addressed as well. Table II summarizes the characteristics  of Tomlinson{Harashima precoding and exible precoding. It is obvious, that THP and FLP are dual in many points. The most important duality is the combination with TCM or signal shaping, respectively. The aim of decoupling the three operations precoding, coding and shaping can not be achieved without serious disadvantages. Hence, in THP precoding and shaping have to be done at one step, whereas FLP combines precoding and channel coding. Tightly related to this is the dependence on the signal constellation. Here, FLP is (nomen est omen) much more exible. Cross and circular constellations can be used and the distribution is preserved (signal shaping). THP puts constraints on the signal set, summarized in the problem of tiling a plain without any gap. This results in a higher peak{to{average power ratio. But the exibility of FLP and the possibility to support fractional rates is paid with the price of error propagation. In applications, such as voice band modems, where the channel is strictly band limited or has nonlinear distortion FLP may be the way to adopt the transmission scheme (e.g. center frequency or rates) very tight to the channel. In contrast to this, for the use with digital subscriber lines the loss due to integer rates is negligible compared to error propagation in FLP. Hence, in spite of the restrictions on the signal set, THP is superior.
To summarize, both schemes are attractive for digital transmission. The system designer has to decide whether band limitation or peak{to{average power ratio are more important design criteria and FLP should be used. But for fast digital transmission over twisted pair lines THP seems to be the rst choice. 
